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Hello there and welcome readers,
Here we are at the end of summer and not a day over 40 degrees has been
recorded in our area. It's been an unusual summer and great to see our
paddocks green and our dams more or less full.
Before we start babbling I would like to thank our Landcare members, new,
past and rejoined for all the interest shown in our local and wider community
environment. It is a joy to have people about who are not only interested in
our natural environment but are prepared to contribute to our legacy; leaving
it better than we found it.
A big thank you to the people who have either joined or viewed our Facebook
page (Binginwarri Landcare sub-group). It's great to see the interest as well as
contributions by fellow Landcare and environment enthusiasts. Although
there is a lot of work to be done at the macro level, it's terrific to see and hear
of people working in their own patch as well as within their broader
community.
Due to Covid restrictions being somewhat lifted, in the near future we will
endeavour to organise some outings which might be of interest. If anyone has
an idea or knows of somewhere which could attract some interest please let
me know via an email. barbara@setc.net.au
Before we move along, on behalf of the group I would like to send our
condolences to Kaye Proudley and family who recently lost Kaye's dear cousin
Marcia to cancer; she was like a sister to Kaye and will be sadly missed. Marcia
was also a member of our group and her company was much enjoyed at
several outings. Kaye, our thoughts and prayers are with you and the family.
....................................................................................................................
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Those of us who know long term Landcare member John McClumpha also
know how he feels about the natural environment. His passion for nature
together with his caring observations are reinforced in this timely reminder to
maintain our diligence. Below are just a few of John's recent observations:
Caring for our Creatures.
Many people have the odd bucket or open container sitting around outside
their house or shed. Some of these are exposed to rain and hence can contain
varying amounts of water. I wish to relate my experience with such containers
and the possible detriment these may pose to our smaller wildlife.
All wildlife is busy searching for food and they often investigate containers we
have about the place. Unfortunately, they somehow manage to climb, or
maybe fall, into a container but are unable to climb out again especially if the
container contains water there is a strong possibility of drowning.
Here are some of my experiences.
I have several antechinus living around the house area. Although they are very
good climbers they have difficulty climbing out of plastic buckets or metal
containers. I have found several antechinus in such a situation including one in
my bath. Fortunately, I found them early and was able to release them
unharmed.
I recently found a Striped Marsh frog
in a small container (about 15 cm high)
which I had been using the previous
day. There was about 1 cm of water
in the bottom. Unlike tree frogs this
frog does not have "suction" pads on
their toes and hence are not such
good climbers. I believe it would
have died had I not found it.
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A bucket I had been using and
left on the verandah with
about 5 cm of water in the
bottom posed a trap. The
following morning I found the
body of a feather tailed glider
in the bucket.
In the small garden pond I have, I noticed the head of a reptile moving within
the pond. Initially I thought it was a snake as they have frequented it
previously. But no, it was "Fatso" my resident Blue Tongue skink and he was
having trouble getting out. I placed a large stone within the pond which
formed a ramp he was able to climb out along. He continues to enjoy a swim
on a hot day.
I have found dead birds in containers, such as 25 litre open drums containing
water. In this situation if a stick, long enough to rest on the bottom and the top
lip of the drum, is kept in the container it offers a platform upon which a bird
can climb to safety. This form of escape route can apply to many other water
collecting containers.
Bird baths are often relatively deep for small birds. Place some small rocks
within the bird bath to allow small birds to scramble to safety and allows safer
access to the water.
Some time ago I spent a
day digging post holes on
my place. When I went to
place the posts the next
day I found a young Blue
Tongue skink in the
bottom of one of the holes
unable to climb to steep
sides.

From day to day we produce similar hazards for our small wildlife. So have a
check around your home area and either remove such hazards or make them
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safe for our smaller wildlife which like to fossick in them and it will allow you to
better enjoy their presence.
........................................................................................................................
Have an interest in frogs? Do you know DELWP (Dept of Environment, Land,
Water & Planning) runs a large, long-term program called WetMAP (Wetland
Monitoring and Assessment Program for environmental water) which monitors
sites across Victoria where water is delivered to wetlands to improve the
health of frogs, fish, vegetation and birds. They are monitoring frogs and
tadpoles using an automated recorder called AudioMoths which records frog
calls. At present this study is being recorded in northern Victoria and if there
are enough interested people (including our young people) it would be fun to
get involved in a citizen science project in our gorgeous 'Gippy'. There is an app
which is used for the project and it's FREE. It's Australian Museum's FrogID app
which is available on iOS (iPhone) or Android phones; a must for any keen
frogger. It's a fantastic tool and it's easy to download and use . All you need to
do is record the frog sound with the app then press submit. The FrogID app will
get back to you with what frog or frogs were calling. DELWP say that by
working with citizen scientists we will improve our scientific knowledge as well
as increase awareness of water for the environment. If you would like further
information visit www.frogscalling.org

AMAZING ANIMAL FACTS:
* A bullfrog is the only animal that never sleeps.
* Frogs cannot swallow with their eyes open.
* Rats can go without water longer than camels can.
* A snail can sleep for 3 years and move at a rate of 56cm per year.
*Male foxes mate for life – if the female dies he will remain single till death.
(Steven Parish. Discover & Learn about Australia) steveparish.com.au
.................................................................................................................................................
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ANOTHER BLACKOUT (in memory of how my Dad would have responded)
The power's off 'oh here we go'
The night turns black without a glow
My shower drizzles while the dirt remains
And I shout out in less than sweet refrains.
Can't see a darned thing as I shout and curse
No bloomin' towel just made it worse.
What to do when the lights go out early
It's enough to make a bloke grow surly.
No tele, no internet, no light in the shed
A man might as well take off to bed.
The kids are grumpy, the wife's in a mood
Everyone's hungry and there's no cooked food.
The gennie needs fixing which doesn't help
I trip over the dog and he gives a yelp.
I pick myself up and remember the days
when all of this mod stuff is yet years aways.
So I go light a fire and find me a grill
A barbeque mate, we'll all have our fill.
We all sit about with our food and a drink
Here we all are, back from the brink
Chatting and laughing we have a good night
and we go off to bed feeling happy and bright.
My candle burns brightly, I'm reminded you see
Life's a good place when there's you and me.
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Most of you would know our member David Smith who works for HVP. Dave
was recently asked if he would write an article for our newsletter and below is
his story:

A personal story from within HVP Plantations, by David Smith.
I was asked to write an article outlining HVP for the Binginwarri Landcare
subgroup newsletter.
I’d like to do that as a narrative of my own experience over a span of 33 years.
I first joined CF&L, (The department of Conservation Forests and Lands) in
November 1988 as a mechanic fitter. The section I worked in was full of the
usual politics you get in a govt departments. The department as a whole were
self-governing and I can’t say I’ve ever seen that work well. After my 5th year,
many name changes, restructures and an overabundance of the politics I
decided to make a break out of that career and join the field crew. I’ll be
eternally grateful for the fact that I could because it led me to where I am now.
After a short time being labourer in the field crew I was given a tip truck to
operate, helping with road construction and maintenance across the Yarram
district. After we were all Jeffed (privatized by the state government) and
became VPC (Victorian Plantations Corporation) and state plantations were
vested in the privatized govt department I was taught to operate a grader,
again helping with building and maintaining of roads. This was a challenging
but enjoyable job in some respects giving a huge sense of achievement after
seeing brand new roads take shape across the hills. However the company
decided they were going to contract out all works and sell off the machinery
they owned. Since I didn’t want to be out of a job and found working in the
forests rewarding, I asked if I should apply for the next forester’s job that came
up. To my surprise the district manager and HR manager from Melbourne were
ecstatic and offered to send me to Melbourne university part time, all
expenses paid to complete an Advanced Diploma of Forest Management. Also
to my surprise I shone at university achieving 12 high distinctions out of 16
subjects. I still hate statistics and thankfully they’re not part of my job
description.
At about the same time, 1998 from memory, Hancock Timber Resources
Group, based in Boston USA, backed by investors in the USA and Australia
bought the privatized VPC and formed Hancock Victorian Plantations (HVP).
From this point onwards things changed, dramatically, for the better. The
company started to actually care for the environment, for their employees and
their “social license” (acceptance by the public). They used a 3-legged stool as
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an analogy, the 3 legs being Environment, Society and Finances. If any of the 3
legs were too long or short the stool would fall over. It’s a simple yet effective
way to describe the fact that all of these factors are equally important. An
important part of this transition was the adoption of forest certification by an
international body called the Forest Stewardship Council. FSC certification
ensures that the forests are grown, harvested and tended in a sustainable way
to the benefit of contractors, staff, the environment and community.
In 2001, HVP bought APM Forests. At the time they retained most of the staff
from both companies but did offer some retirement packages. Very shortly
afterwards I was offered a job as forester, harvesting Mountain Ash plantations
in the Strzelecki Ranges. I accepted it and after some early moral misgivings
enjoyed the job immensely. It was challenging to say the least as I was working
in some of the most sensitive country the state wide company owned. Finding
and putting on the map patches of CTR (Cool Temperate Rainforest) previously
unknown was a highlight. This is where my interest in plant ID started I think. I
had to know and recognize quite a few different plants specific to CTR and its
neighbouring EVC’s (Ecological Vegetation Classes). This job entailed much
more than just harvesting trees. At that time harvesting foresters were given a
map of plantation area and told to prepare for harvest. That meant initial
assessments of wood volume and quality, stream evaluations to determine
buffer widths, CTR surveys, Road planning and building, coupe plan
development and lodgement, liaise with stakeholders likely to be impacted by
operations or deliveries, boundary marking along buffers and finally
supervision of the harvesting work done by contractors. During this period I
met new friends through my work, some of whom are valued friends to this
day.
In 2009 as we all remember too well, the Black Saturday fires struck and
destroyed about 10,000ha of plantation resource, not to mention the
countless homes, lives and wildlife lost. The impact of this, my role fighting it,
and some other work and home issues had a profound effect on me, causing
depression and withdrawal that I found very difficult to get out of. A career
break and 14 months working at the Gelliondale Nursery were an immense
help. Thanks to the company for allowing it, to Chris Barclay and the nursery
staff for adopting me into their work environment, it made a huge difference.
At the time the nursery were growing about 10 million plantation trees in
containers in an effort to improve survival when planting in winter and a long
term drought, plus about another 2 million in the peat beds on site. The vast
majority of these went into the re-establishment of harvested and or burnt
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plantations. As this was a temporary placement filling in for somebody on
maternity leave, I had to think about the next step in my work life.
I didn’t want to go back to harvesting as it had become too stressful so I
looked at rejoining the team at Yarram under the late Jim Kee who many of
you knew. It turned out to be a good move and continued my education in
how plantations work, along with all of the associated issues large and small to
be dealt with daily. I’d have a mental plan of what I was going to do each day
but often, even before I’d got to the office it had changed and adapted to
encompass something which needed more immediate attention.
Jim retired and was replaced by Chris Liddle, the same age as my son. We got
on like a house on fire and worked together well, complementing each other
and filling most of the needs of managing a district. During Chris’s reign it was
my duty and pleasure to engage with the community through various groups
and individual contacts. Sitting on the board of the JARR project was a highlight
as was my involvement with the Landcare movement through both the Albert
River Landcare and later Binginwarri subgroup. CFA has been a long term
interest but with the politics (again) it’s starting to wear thin. My involvement
with Corner Inlet Blackberry Action Group was an interesting time for various
reasons and we had some great outcomes. The Victorian Blackberry Taskforce
is also an area of interest which takes me to a broad range of places.
Chris decided to move onto greener pastures in Mt Gambier where the going is
all flat and a lot less challenging (I constantly remind him of how he woosed
out, how all the exciting stuff is happening in Gippsland). Chris was replaced by
Benn Grant, around the same age and was also easy to work with and is great
at making a person feel valued and appreciated. Working with Jim, Chris and
Benn, I helped to manage a patch of ground that extended from Longford in
the North, to Yarram in the South and Mirboo Nth in the West, about
60,000Ha all told. This of course entails a lot of driving to and from, a lot of
time management and optimization is essential if you are to get all your work
done over such a large and diverse area, some of it flat some of it too steep
and rough to use machinery on.
More recently HVP decided to split the Gippsland district into 3 silviculture
sections instead of the original 2. That of course meant I was helping to
manage 40,000ha instead of the 60,000, I thought.
Soon after the restructure I was told that I’d be helping out in all 3 districts
instead of just Yarram, so the figure is now 120,000ha and a whole lot more
driving. Still, it’s an outdoor job which takes me to many parts of Gippsland, to
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diverse country and hidden treasures amongst the Strzelecki’s, from the
Gunyah Big Tree to the Secret Falls in the Albert River. From a lookout point
above Dingo Ck where people from days gone by would carve their initials into
the local sandstone. 1906 was the oldest surviving date I could find, the view
over Agnes, Hazel Park, Welshpool, Toora Nth, Corner Inlet and of course The
Prom, made it well worth the drive or walk to get there. Another bonus of the
restructure is that I was given responsibility of re-establishing the Cores and
Links project you would have read about in the YYLN winter newsletter. In brief
that’s an area of some 8,000ha, including 1,500ha of Mountain Ash
plantations to be harvested once off, replanted to native vegetation endemic
to the area and then reserved for posterity.
I’m also allowed to retain my seat on the VBT (Victorian Blackberry Taskforce)
which takes me all over the state from time to time.
Now comes the dry bit, the facts and figures which capture in a HVP nutshell,
but not its people. Hopefully you’ve got a taste of the people from the
narrative above.
Total estate area: 237,000 Hectares. (About the same size as the Cayman
Islands in area.)
Pine Plantation: 138,388ha (About the same size as Liechtenstein in area)
Eucalypt Plantation: 15,426ha. All in Gippsland
Native Forest (not plantation): 48,458ha (About the same size as Bermuda)
Staff employed full time: 109
Contractor direct employees full time: 729
Trained Fire Fighters: 152
Fire Tankers: 20
Slip on Units: 49
Gippsland district alone plants around 4000ha per year renewing plantations
after fire or harvesting, that’s nearly 5 million trees and every one of them
done with a shovel.
Across the state there are about 6,500ha planted with over 10 million new
trees. All of these are grown at our Gelliondale forest nursery.
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Then there are the issues associated with managing all this estate. Weeds are
dealt with as quickly and efficiently as possible, neighbour issues likewise.
Road maintenance on the 8,500km of road in Gippsland and 19,500km across
the state take considerable time and resources. Rubbish dumping is a never
ending headache along with dumped and burnt cars. Please, if you see
something, say something to the right person. HVP Plantations Churchill
51220600. The fire duty officer, mob. 0408513520
Thank you for reading
Dave Smith
Binginwarri Landcare subgroup
HVP Plantations Ltd. 0409512416
....................................................................................................................................................

Landcare Project at Golden Creek
Many of you might remember the large Landcare project undertaken at our
Golden Creek property. Although the project is far from complete, we are
amazed at how well the (once) seedlings have grown.
2020 was a difficult year for most of us, but our 6000 seedlings, planted in
September 2019, thrived.
It was our first really wet year since we arrived in 2015. While the 4-wheeler
got bogged on a regular basis, those little trees reached for the sky.
The strike rate was phenomenal, as you can see from the photos. We call the
western end of our creek Wombat City. The rows of wombat holes and an
erosion problem have now been swallowed up in lush foliage.
Deb Vickers
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Deb used DaftLogic's Google Maps Area Calculator tool to mark out the fenced area of the creek,
which totals 13.02 acres or 5.27 hectares. This is her screenshot.

Some of the trees are about 2.5 metres now.

Deb with an example of the growth achieved since 2019
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Amazing Beasties
I am aware there are few of us who enjoy the sight of termites. However, do
you know they are a very important part of our Australian environment and
are great at recycling? There are approximately 300 different Australian
species of termite with only a few which would damage our homes. Mostly
they go about their business in the bush around us, creating new soil by
feeding on grass, wood or rotting organic matter.
Down in our forest there was a natural phenomenon about to occur. They
were about to swarm, but not before a diligent echidna had experienced a
veritable feast. Although not welcome in our homes, termites are important in
nutrient recycling, habitat creation, soil formation and quality as well as being
a great source of food for countless predators.
Did you know?
1. Termites have been used to find minerals such as diamonds and gold.
2. Around the world termites are eaten by humans and are apparently
very nutritious.
3. Termites are primitive insects who are closely related to cockroaches,
not ants.
(Backyard Buddies -an educational initiative by Foundation for National Parks &
Wildlife) www.fnpw.org.au. Great resource for kids, big and little.
..........................................................................................................................................
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Our events calendar is not up and running yet but I will let you know of
any upcoming outings.
Keep the news rolling. Thank you to our newsletter contributors and if
you have a snippet for the next newsy, please send it to
barbara@setc.net.au I would really like to hear from you.
.......................................................................................................................
Binginwarri Landcare Sub-group - people responsible for tasks:
John McClumpha: jd@incitegraphics.com.au Financial matters, chairing
meetings, group assets.
Kaye Proudley: kayeatbingi@gmail.com Notices to members of meetings etc.
as well as grant applications. Contact person with YYLN plus co writer and
editor of the Binginwarri newsletter.
Barbara Jakob: barbara@bjakob.com.au Project organisation and management
plus liaison with YYLN. Responsibility for attendance sheets at events.
David Smith: dsmith_1@bigpond.com (following dsmith in this address is an
underscore, click on it and you’ll see.) Attending to recruiting and membership
(current details etc).
Barbara Waterman: barbara@setc.net.au Keep notes of meetings, co writer
with Kaye for the Binginwarri newsletter. Stand in for John as chairperson if he
is absent. Letters to members.
........................................................................................................................

In between now and then, that's all from us here at 'the desk'. Stay well,
stay out of harm's way and most of all keep smiling.
Barbara Waterman (Kaye's sidekick)
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